
Art 220 Typography – Quiz I (from: Typography Referenced, pages 4 – 121) 
 
First & Last Name (Print):         _____________________________________ 
 
1.  In 2007, the TV game show Jeopardy! had  “__________” as a category, with Bodoni and 
Helvetica among the answers. 
2. Thanks to Charlemagne, Carolingian miniscule became the basis for the standard 
“__________” alphabet. 
3. “__________” was a character. He never owned an automobile, radio, television, or virtually 
any other electrical appliance. He was an avid tango dancer … Many of his typefaces are still 
available, among them “__________” Cursive, “__________” Gothic, “__________” Tango, and 
“__________” Fashion. - (*Note: these blanks are the same answer) 
4. 1993: Apple announced TrueTypeGX, fonts heralded as “__________” that can automatically 
insert ligatures, alternate character and swash letters, in addition to providing the graphic designer 
with automatic optical alignment and other typographic refinements. 
5. Traditional systems categorize typefaces by features such as angle of contrast, rate of 
modulation, and shape of serifs. (This partly explains why “__________” were not classified with 
the same degree of analysis). 
6. Think of a word. A sequence of letters should spring to mind. Write that sequence on a sheet of 
paper and these letters assume a concrete form made manually: They have been translated into 
“__________.” Any representations of letters made manually, regardless of the tool and 
the scale, are “__________.” - (*Note: these blanks are the same answer) 
7. On the other hand, any representation of letters intended for mechanical reproduction 
is a collection of  “__________.” … In other words, a typeface is a snapshot of the 
designer’s intentions for a collection of  “__________.” - (*Note: these blanks are the same 
answer) 
8. Many designers think of some variation of  “__________” (a typical test word used by type 
foundries) when starting a new typeface. 
9. Typefaces bundled with operating systems and applications and custom typefaces for brands 
are expected to cover more than one “__________” – and often three or more. The current 
minimum for international brands covers the wider European region: Cyrillic, Greek, and 
extended Latin. Increasingly character sets also cover Arabic, Hebrew, and Indian… 
10. Typefaces can become prominent because they embody a strong brand well or capture the 
moment in terms of their visual style. Typefaces for important publications or services are typical 
of the first kind  (think “__________” for the New York Times headlines, for example) and 
Excoffon’s Mistral of the second. 
11. “__________” was the first to sell fonts of his type to others as a business. He was also the 
first designer to create typefaces, cut punches (used to make letter molds), and sell the type 
produced from the punches. 
12. “__________” was born in Bogota, Columbia, in 1979. He started his career as a type 
designer in 1998 when he purchased his first copy of Fontographer, software for font designers. 
He subsequently started his own website, www.typo5.com, where he currently showcases his own 
type designs and graphic experimentations – which have brought him worldwide recognition… in 
all types of media, including magazines, books, publications, and films, and on music labels, 
television, and snowboards. 
 
Answers to select and place: 
 
lowercase       typeforms       Claude Garamond      script       smart fonts       letterforms 
 
Fonts       Bernhard       Cheltenham       German Olaya       sans serifs       hamburgefons   
 
Closing Quote: (from Typography Referenced, page 33): “A good designer is at least a social 
observer, decoding the culture of visual communication. A great designer is a social 
commentator, adding a layer of interpretation and response.”  


